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How Good Are Strategic Alliances and Collaboration?

85% say B2B partnerships and alliances are essential to business1

yet
43% high failure rate of partnerships

42% partnerships are under-leveraged
45% cannot maintain a long-term successful relationship

67% do not have formal partner strategies

Failure is not due to the quantitative case (i.e., introduction and qualification), 
but in how to work together

“squishy” factors

1 “Grow from the Right Intro: A Report on the Strategic Value of Business Alliances and Compatible Partner Matching, September 
2014, BPI Network and the CMO Council



B2B Partnerships at Their Best…and Worst

Why did they become frenemies?
• Samsung may be getting too big and might want 

more

• Google paid $12.5B to acquire Motorola in 2012

• Samsung responds with Tizen, an open source OS

• 2014 cease fire:  Tizen limited to tvs, Motorola sold 
to Lenovo

Why were they friends?

• Each had something the other needed

• Samsung became #1 worldwide in cell 
phone share and tied with Apple in the US

• Google’s mobile ad revenue was boosted

• Apple’s dominance was stemmed 



More (in)Famous B2B Frenemies
A frenemy is a person or group that is friendly toward another because the relationship 
brings benefits, but harbors feelings of resentment or rivalry



$16B

15-25% cut in
orders

Drop shipments
by 40%

Withhold top 
sellers

Drop prices
to boost sales

Alienated
further

Rigid selection
and pricing terms

The Nike-Foot Locker Death Spiral



B2B Partnerships are Strategic Endeavors

There is a lot of science behind how relationships develop, 
devolve, and jointly perform over time…and a lot of 
implications for how we ought to be doing business

Laws of Relationship Physics…



Success breeds 
dependence

(Counter) balancing efforts

Suspicions planted,  
vilification Downward spiral

Cease fire or death

What Causes B2B Frenemization?



Principle #1:  
Organizational Trust is More Easily Lost Than Built



Principle #2: Grand Gestures Makes Things Worse

Trust is won back via consistent actions and gestures that do not greatly exceed expectations



Principle #3: Manage Partner Expectations

Every journey needs a map:  Cisco

A promise and a party does not translate into capability



Principle #4:  A Bad B2B History Poisons Today

Time

76%

Exploration

Buildup

Maturity
Decline

12%

12%

Overall 
performance 
evaluations

The “path to here” 
colors your 

evaluation of 
performance today

It’s difficult to rebuild when there is no forgetting



What are the 
(dis)advantages 
of terminating?

Mutual 
customers 
should not 
experience a 
service break or 
failure as a 
result

Thoroughly 
communicate 
rationale and 
review 
alternatives at 
a range of 
levels in both 
firms

Work together 
tactically on a 
case by case 
basis, according 
to customer 
needs

Principle #5  Lose Friends Without Influencing People

Cisco’s farewell to Ericsson



Get Good at Saying Goodbye to 
Your Organizational Partners

But is there a golden bullet?  



Principle #6:  Mutual Investments are the Golden Bullet

Dedicated - matching investments 
§ eg, capital equipment, dedicated personnel, processes, specific 

learnings and strategies, implicit understandings
§ These must be “non-fungible” to work

o Risks specifically tied to each partner

Foregone opportunities

This has a HUGE incentive alignment impact



Strategies for Making B2B Partnerships Work

1. Trust is more easily lost than built…
Building trust takes time

2.   Grand gestures makes things worse…
Smaller, regular gestures are credible

3.   Manage partner expectations…
Develop a relationship map

4.   A bad history poisons today…
Better to move on than start over

5. Lose friends without influencing people…
Get good at saying goodbye

6.   Mutual investments are the golden bullet…
Real stakes motivate

sandyjap.com
sjap@emory.edu 

http://sandyjap.com/
http://sandyjap.com/


The Channel Strategy Course

The go-to-market strategy course
§ You will learn how to capture and leverage channel value through the careful 

selection of channel partners, the application of appropriate incentives and 
pricing agreements, the design and management of multiple channels.   

New sources of value based on how customers want to buy

Topics include but are not limited to the following:  
§ How to design and redesign routes to market 
§ How to select and incentivize partners 
§ How to thrive with and manage powerful partners
§ How to structure and manage business partnerships for 

maximum returns 


